Dry Slope Technologies

For more than 35 years, we have been working in the leisure
industry. Together with our Skitrax® mats and other equipment, we have been able to plan and implement together
with our customers dry slope ski areas, water jumps, tubing
tracks, lifter zones and ice karting tracks. For the implementation there are many points to consider. It is also important
whether the system should only be operated in summer or in
winter.
We will accompany you until the opening of the facility. Call
us or send an e-mail with your wishes. We are looking forward to your contact.
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LEISURE PARKS:
Tubing Tracks
Dry Slope Areas
Ice-Karting Tracks
Freestyle Water Ramps

ANALYZING TERRAIN

MATERIAL SELECTION

We analyze the potential
of the terrain to make the
perfect choice regarding the
terrain, topographical details,
necessary soil movements
or drainages.

Recommendations for the
right choice of mats and
the scope of the order.
Necessary equipment
e.g. Ski lifts, safety pads,
ski rental, ski boots,
ski poles, obstacles,
clothing, ramps, tubing
tires etc.

CUSTOMER

EMPLOYEE

We gather the target groups
with customer potential and
detailed utilization time,
price structure and potential
revenue per season.

Optimal employee
structure and necessary
training. Conduct training
of employees. Presentations, necessary marketing
measures with advertising
plans. Professional Skiinstructor recruit, trainee
and teaching.

COST FINDING

LONG EXPERIENCES

We analyze the individual
facility with customer
recommendations for capital costs, working expenses
and potential earnings from
e. g. ski slopes, slope style
parks, tubing tracks, water
ramps, half pipes.

We have more than 35
years worth of experience in the recreational
industry and project
planning. We offer to
supervise the whole
construction from the
start and thus make it a
success.
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